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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

Writing on the fourth Sunday of Lent
one is somewhat at a disadvantage
in not knowing the direction the
church, wracked with scandal yet
again, might take under the successor to Pope Benedict XVI. By
the time you have this issue in your
hand you will know who sits in the
Chair of St Peter; surely the hottest
seat in the world. Whilst many pundits would stir the pot of gossip and
conspiracy we should not forget that
this is what the media does for a living. It is not only the Catholic Church
that is being criticized for hypocrisy;
high ranking government officials
and political parties too are getting the same treatment. If we read
the popular press it would seem
the whole world is falling apart.
Nobody will mention, at any time,
the good that is done globally by the
church, its bishops, priests and its
1.2 billion faithful around the world.
Likewise every Government Minister
and every political party is never
complimented on the good things
achieved, only on the mistakes or
the moral indiscretions that bring
down so many in public offices.
Perhaps it is a good time to
remember that on the 5th July, only
a few days after the summer issue
of In Touch comes out, we celebrate
65 years of the founding of the NHS;
one of the great innovations arising
out of the five-year-long gestation
period of William Beveridge’s report
on the Welfare State. Had it not
been for the abject poverty, malnutrition, overcrowding in substandard accommodation and spread
of diseases such as tuberculosis
4

and poliomyelitis following and during World War II, the Welfare State
and the NHS might never have got
on to the statute book. It was the
unity of spirit and the selflessness
of the population during the hard
times that carried Britain through
the war and led to the birth of the
Welfare State. That spirit of sharing
in each others’ sorrows, joys and
hopes for a new beginning persisted
for some time after 1945 in a new
socialism which only ended when
Margaret Thatcher preached a new
independence for the individual in
the political philosophy of personal
capitalism in 1979. On the 15th
of March, a few days after I am
writing, Ken Loach’s documentary,
The Spirit of ’45, will be released
in cinemas. I suspect it will emphasise the unprecedented community
spirit and selflessness of these early
post war years.
There was something in Bernard
Hunter’s article (see page 22) that
struck a chord in my mind when I
first read it. Although I do not share
all of his views I saw in it the uncomplicated reason why it is that 1.2
billion people around the world, at
heart, are Roman Catholic. ‘I come
because you, dear reader, are there.
I come for the sense of belonging because, broadly speaking, we
share the same core beliefs, the
same outlook on life, and the same
ambitions for what the world should
be and what we need to do to get
it there.’ In what he says, there is
no need of complex theology, philosophy or scientific evidence, just
a simple reason for being church;
a community of believers with the
same core values and perhaps one
of these simple beliefs is that we are
all sinners, ‘let he who is without sin
cast the first stone’ John 8:7.
It is the spirit of 1945 among the
1.2 billion faithful that will heal and
project forward the future Church,
regardless of who sits on the chair
of St Peter.
Leon Menzies racionzer
Editor

The Historic Festival of St Andrew the Apostle,
Patron Saint of Scotland By Baron J-Yves de La Sabliere of Kirkbuddo
The Seal of The Lord Lyon

I

was highly honoured and
privileged to be invited
on 2nd December 2012
to this annual festival and
church service in St Giles
Cathedral, Edinburgh, which
dates back to the 12th Century
and is the Scottish equivalent of
Westminster Abbey
This sometimes called Edinburgh
Cathedral or the High Kirk of Scotland,
since 1560 has been regarded as the
mother church of Presbyterianism
from where John Knox regaled the
hitherto devout Catholics against the
evils of Rome. A reminder of the accusation made, about Catholics guilty of
idolatory, is all too obvious in the bare
stone walls still showing marks of
where statues and figures of adoration once stood. Even with the 19th
century concession to a less austere
mood; a few impressive stained glass
windows, allowed only on the basis
that they depict bible stories and are
an aid to teaching, it is still a far cry
from the interior of Brompton Oratory
that I am accustomed to.

There have been many architectural additions and changes to the
cathedral over its 900 years, probably the most significant being the
addition of the crown-shaped spire in
1495. This spire symbolises the hard
won independence of Scotland after
the two great wars of independence
(1296–1328) and (1332–1357). So
significant is this symbol that smaller
replicas of it can be seen as church
spires in other Scottish towns and
cities.
The feast of St Andrew being on
a Friday, November 30th, was probably why festivities commenced
on Saturday 1st in the magnificent
banqueting room of the Royal Scots
Club. It was a grand heraldic, formal gala dinner presided over by
the Lord Lyon, the Sovereign’s representative in Scotland and a member of the Royal Household. He is
responsible for all State Ceremonial
in Scotland and is the judge who not
only approves coats of arms but also
tartans that may be requested by
clan chiefs. In Scotland it is a criminal offence to use a coat of arms or
tartan not approved by the Court of
the Lord Lyon. Therefore, as the Lord
Lyon has Criminal jurisdiction he is
also a Judge in the Scottish Judiciary.
The Royal Scots club also is
steeped in history, perhaps not nearly as old as the Court of The Lord
Lyon. Initially a charitable trust,
its first asset was two existing
properties purchased after the
First World War to commemorate the 11,162 officers and
men of the Royal Scots regiment who had fallen. The Royal
Scots, now merged with other
Scottish regiments to form the
Royal Regiment of Scotland, dates
back to Charles Ist and is the oldest
regiment in the British Army. The
progenitor of the trust was a Royal
In Touch 2013 Issue 1

Scot Officer, Colonel, The Lord Henry
Scott. But it is not the trust founder’s
name that causes many to refer to
the Scots Club as Scotts club. Only
a five minute walk from the club
stands the world famous landmark,
second only to the castle itself, of Sir
Walter Scott’s Monument in Princess
Street, commemorating the first
English-language author to have a
truly international career in his life-

time, with still to this day many readers in Europe, Australia, and North
America.
The motto of the Royal Scot regiment, shared with that of the Order
of the Thistle, is Nemo me impune
lacessit (Latin for “No one provokes
me with impunity”); an appropriate
motto for the ‘Kilted Devils’, better
not provoked into battle for fear of
unleashing their dogged determination to overcome their provocateurs.
On the following day, Sunday
2nd November, The Lord Lyon led
the colourful procession from the
Signet Library, the home to Scottish
Solicitors dating back to 1594, adjacent to the Cathedral, into the
Cathedral for the church service.
Many tourists and locals lined
the route of the procession to
witness the Lord Lyon and his
officers adorned in medieval
resplendent tabards displaying
their coats of arms, the Barons,
of which I am one, robed in their
crimson mantles doubled with
ermine, the Knights of the Thistle
vested in moiré dark mantles and the
members of the College of Justice in
5

their white wigs and black gowns.
Once inside the Cathedral one cannot but be overawed by the Thistle
Chapel, home to the Order of the
Thistle clearly constructed to provide
individual ‘nooks’ for the Monarch
and the 16 appointed knights. The
Most Ancient and Most Noble Order
of the Thistle is an order of chivalry associated with Scotland. The
current version of the Order was
founded in 1687 by King James
VII of Scotland (also known as
James II of England and Ireland)
who asserted that he was reviving an earlier Order. It consists
of the Sovereign and sixteen
knights and ladies. Unlike
membership to other orders the
Government has no hand in electing the knights. The sovereign alone
grants membership.
Each member of the various orders
that processed into the Cathedral
had designated seats leaving little or
no space for the ordinary rank and
file to be seated and hear the opening of the service with the intoning
of the Benedictus, the sound of the
organ filling the nave. Witness the
magical atmosphere throughout the
building and hear the final rousing
singing of Eugéne Gigout’s Grand
Choeur dialogué.
My right to be present at this most
prestigious occasion has nothing to
do with any personal achievement

on my part. I inherited the Barony
of Kirkbuddo on the death of my
Scottish great aunt in 2009. The
dignities of Scottish Baronies can
be passed on in the male or female

Nemo me impune
lacessit Latin for
“No one provokes
me with impunity”

line and bequeathed in wills but still
remain subject to the issuance of a
warrant from the Lord Lyon, representative of the Crown and the State
in Scotland.
My warrant was issued on the
22nd of June 2011 recognising me
officially and legally as The Baron
of Kirkbuddo. In traditional manner
I was awarded Arms with Baronial
additments represented by the Great
Helm (the metal helmet worn with a

George's Plumbing Services
●

Fully Qualified City & Guilds/NVQ

●

Fully Insured

●

No Call Out Charge

●

Friendly Professional Service

●

No Job Too Small

●

Reasonable Rates
CALL GEORGE 07912 034423
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suit of armour) befitting the dignity of
Baron. According to the records of
the Great Seal Register in Edinburgh,
the Barony was part of the property
holdings of the Lindsay family, Earls
of Crawford and dates back to 1463.
Under the feudal system in
Scotland in the early medieval period
the titles of earl and baron were
the only titles of nobility. Earldoms
and baronies were territorial as
opposed to personal titles, which
meant that they were attached to
an area of land, a ‘caput’ (Latin
meaning ‘head’), designated
as an earldom or barony by
the King. However, in November
2004, when the feudal system
in Scotland was abolished they
became personal titles similar to
peerages.
Being granted an earldom or barony by the king meant that land
went with it and also that there was
an obligation to provide the king,
not only with the military service of
the baron himself, but also that of
a specified number of knights when
summoned by the king to do so. This
was known as the feu duty.
Although the title went with the
caput there were many cases where
the caput was sold off but the title of
barony retained. Whilst both caput
and barony could be sold for the barony to pass on to the purchaser, they
had first to be surrendered to the
crown and then re-assigned legally
by the crown to the new owner. In
this way the Royal seal, which could
be withheld, was only given to those
regarded as worthy of the title.
My own caput of Kirkbuddo, over
which my immediate ancestors, in
the past hundred years at least,
seem to have had no territorial rights,
is a small village which probably originally included many square miles of
agricultural land. It lies on the main
road from Carnoustie to Forfar; the
county town of Angus in what is the
most fertile land in all of Scotland,
the Strathmore Valley, a mere stone’s
throw from Glamis Castle where
HM Elizabeth Bowes Lyons, the late
Queen Mother was born.
My research into the history of the
barony remains a work in process.
In Touch 2013 Issue 1
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CARE VISITS AT HOME

We care passionately

What we offer
We offer everything from personal care to
shopping, cleaning or social visits. In fact
everything you need to stay in the comfort of
your own home.
Alternative
Bluebird Care offers a realistic cost effective
alternative to residential care. With familiar
friends, relatives and possessions around,
Bluebird Care ‘just happens’.
Our staff
Our staff are caring, trained to give medication
and police checked.

Call and talk to one of our friendly professional team
Essex West
Tel: 01277 230763

Hilarious language sometimes
not a joke By Peter Walsh

P

sychiatry is the study of
the Id by the Odd, stated
my mentor. He had similar
“one-line” definitions for
other disciplines, some derisory
and some unprintable.
Misprints can be a source of amusement as well as embarrassment. I cite
some examples which arose in a local
newspaper:
“Last Friday, shoplifters at the local
Marks and Spencer store, were
arrested by Local Defectives.”
The next weekly edition
contained an urgent correction: “Last week’s
edition contained a
misprint in the page
3 item relating to the
arrest of thieves in a local
store: For Defectives read
Detectives: We apologise to
The Local Police Farce for this error.”
During my time in The Royal Air
Force, Station Routine Orders, SRO’s,
often contained contrived misprints:
Thus : “Page 3, Line 8, menu item : For
Garbage, read Cabbage. Page 4, Line
2, Rifle Practice: For Shit read Shot.
One of the best brief responses
I encountered in the RAF was by a
Senior Nursing Sister vocally delivering a Duty List to a Yorkshire conscript
orderly who towered over this Sister.
It was a very hot 1948 Summer
day when,

New North House, 78 Ongar Road, Brentwood, Essex CM15 9BB
Email:essexwest@bluebirdcare.co.uk

Redbridge
Tel: 0208 989 8444

137 George Lane, South Woodford, London, E18 1AN
Email: redbridge@bluebirdcare.co.uk

Regulated by the Care Quality Commission and member of UKHCA

www.bluebirdcare.co.uk
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to the utter astonishment of the Sister,
and to our intrepid amazement, the
bold youth asked, for him, a perilous
rhetorical question: “What shall ‘t do
wit’ snow Sister?” The sister, somewhat
taken aback said: “There is NO Snow!”
In Touch 2013 Issue 1

Then, in Yorkshire dialect,”Nobbut,
time I’ve done lot you’ve given me
there will be snow!’ Mercifully, the
miscreant was not arrested by the
“Redcaps” (RAF Police) and taken to
the Guard Room on a charge.
Still recalling the Armed Forces
is the impromptu language lesson a
Navy Chief Petty Officer delivered for
the ratings gathered, by order, about
him. Holding aloft a megaphone,
he began: “This ‘ere is a megaphone The word comes to us
from the Greek: Mega. To
Shout, phone, through a
Tin Tube !”
In the Army it was
always The Regimental
Sergeant Major, the
RSM, who helped with
the ‘heducayshun’ of “You
‘Orrible Lot” as in the following citation: Commanding Officer:
“Sergeant Major, A War Office house
education chappie is coming to talk
to the chaps about English Literature.
Could You give the chaps a few words
on Milton, Wordsworth, Oh, and
Keats?”
“Carry-On Sergeant Major.” “SIR.”
Then on the parade ground, “On the
command, dismiss, fall-out on the
right, ang on ang on a minute. I ’ave
to tell you orrible lot about Milton and
Wordsworth and Keats but, I realises
that not one of yous orrible lot knows
what a keat is so I isn’t telling you now
fall out you orrible lot.”
I was in open - order at colourhoisting, a quasi - religious parade which
did not require the usual
command, “Fall out the Roman
Catholics and the Jews.” The mists
on the Ely Fens were slow to clear,
the colour-hoisting was delayed. My
friend audibly sighed, “They also serve
who only stand and wait”. The Parade
Officer shouted “Who said that?” My
friend, conscience-stricken, responded, “Milton, Sir” “Fall out Milton” There

was no Milton on parade; all weekend,
“Out-of-Camp” and 48-hour off-camp
passes were cancelled due to Milton’s
absence on Parade. No doubt the
fictitious Milton was charged AWOL,
Absent without Leave.
Although destined for The RAF
Medical Branch, John Wickham and
I were issued with Lea Enfield 303
rifles. It was a rule that; “Drop yer rifles
and yer feet wo’nt touch the * * * *
ground on Yer way to the Guard Room
on a charge.”
Well, one day on parade a fellow
recruit standing to attention between
John and me dropped his rifle. The
Flight Sergeant heard the sound and
was fast approaching. John and I
hissed to our fellow recruit to fall down
as if he had fainted. This he did and
we knelt beside him to effect the rescue charade. On reaching our patient,
the flight sergeant bawled at us in
Anglo-Saxon dialect, “What The ****
‘as ‘appened’ ere then?” “He’s fainted
Flight. “When they faints they goes
wite but ‘e,es gawn ******* red.” “Ah
yes, but he is having an anoxic convulsion flight.” But actually the patient
was suppressing a laughing convulsion caused by the Flight-Sergeant’s
superb, multi-faceted, Anglo-Saxon
pejoratives. As ordered we went to the
medics room where a young Medical
Officer feigned recuperative treatment
with an oxygen mask promptly placed
over the convulsive laughter bursting
to explode, but as the oxygen was not
turned on our patient soon began to
struggle and flay his arms and legs
about as his face turned blue from
suffocation, all in order to avoid the
charge of rifle dropping on
parade and its Guard
Room effects.
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in solidarity with the 1 in 8 people
who go to bed hungry each night.
Meeting at the visitor centre at 11 am—no need to
book just turn up with your picnic.
Suggested £5 donation per adult children free.
Hannnigfield Reservoir, Hawkswood Road, Downham, Billericay,
Essex CM11 1WT

TAKE THE PLUNGE

110FT SPONSORED ABSEIL

HARLOW WATER TOWER
Sunday 5th May

Participants must be over 16 years but no upper age limit!
£30 participation fee. Organised by the Harlow Tye Rotary Club

PEDAL AGAINST POVERTY
Lee Valley Park
Sunday 23rd June
2012 Examination Results: 93% of
students in Year 11 gained 5 or more GCSE
passes Grade A*- C and 41% at A* - A.
The A level pass rates were 99%
Grades A* - E, 51% Grades A* - B.

Participants under 18 must be accompanied by an
adult.£6 registration fee for entrants.

19 mile return ride from
Ponders End Lock to Broxbourne or
Shorter 10 mile route (Cheshunt to
Broxbourne return) for families with
a picnic stop for all at Broxbourne

For more information contact Joanna Jarvis or Mary Matthews
CAFOD Brentwood, Chigwell Convent, 803 Chigwell Road, Woodford Bridge, IG8 8AU
Telephone 020 85029722
Email brentwood@cafod.org.uk
facebook.com/cafodbrentwood

y son, Robert, was
due back at Leicester
University and everything
that could go wrong had gone
wrong. The central line had gone
AWOL that weekend and the only
chance of making it to Victoria
Coach Station was to drive there.
A friend kindly offered to act as
chauffeur and we set off. On a
cold Sunday night in January one
would expect an easy journey.
Unfortunately, most of London
had chosen that very hour to take
to the streets in a dawdling procession. There were precious few
minutes to spare when we eventually made it to the Coach Station,
but nowhere to park. Our driver
pulled in to the main entrance
with a flourish and immediately a
stern voice boomed out over an
invisible tannoy.

Charity number: 285776

l

Greenmantle

l

20 Mornington Road l Woodford Green l Essex IG8 0TL
020 8506 2301 and 020 8504 3650

A luxury care home
for old people and
people with dementia

The Home
• An attractive modernised 		
Edwardian home located within 		
the Woodford Green 			
conservation area close to all 		
amenities offering:
• Comfortable single bedrooms
- four with en-suite facilities
• Choice of showers or bathroom
with hoist
• Luxurious lounge and dining 		
room
• Double glazed heated 		
conservatory
• Six person lift
• Full central heating
• Satellite TV, music centre and 		
piano
• Regularly changed library 		
books
• Beautiful gardens
• Own mini bus with tail lift

Members of the National care Homes Association
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to the ticket office and purchased
Robert’s ticket, in the vain hope that
people might think I had meant to
perform this harebrained act. I don’t
think I convinced anyone, judging by
the amused stares. As I approached
Robert’s coach, already filled with
passengers who had obviously had
an excellent view of the proceedings,
Robert was doing a good impression
of pretending he had never seen me
before. I thrust a damp ticket into his
hand.
“Aren’t you going to give your mum
a kiss goodbye?” I demanded, proffering a wet cheek. The agility with which
he swung himself on that coach could
have won him a place on the Olympic
gymnastics. I only wish I had been so
agile five minutes before!

Woodford Green
Funeral Directors
(inc TA C Lambart & co Ltd)

Local Independent Funeral Directors

“Living in comfort, dignity and
style” in a warm family atmosphere
The Care
• Long and Short term stays
• Twenty four hour professional 		
care by fully qualified and 		
experienced staff
• Physician in attendance
• A nurse call system in every room
• First class catering to meet 		
individual needs and religion
• Home entertainment and outings
• Occupational Therapy
• Visiting hairdresser, 			
physiotherapist and 			
chiropodist arranged on request
• Residents’ own furniture and 		
belongings welcome
• Residents’ visitors welcome at 		
all times
• Resident meetings and 		
questionnaires
• Own newsletter in colour and 		
annual report

“REMOVE YOUR CAR AT ONCE! THIS
ENTRANCE IS FOR COACHES ONLY!”
“Quick – grab your bags from the
boot,” I told Robert. “I’ll run and
get your ticket.” Leaving my friend
to remove the car from the illegal
space, I hurtled in the direction of
the ticket office, paying little heed to
my surroundings. Imagine my shock
and surprise when two jets of water
resembling fire hoses attacked me
simultaneously from either side. I was
caught in the crossfire like a butterfly
on a pin. For one irrational moment
I was convinced the tannoy man
was punishing me for parking in the
wrong place. As I emerged, thoroughly
drenched, I saw that the whole of
the Coach Station appeared to have
witnessed the event and were staring, open-mouthed, at the apparition
squelching towards them. It was only
then that I realized I had blundered
through the coach wash! Holding
my soaked head high, I marched

A Complete
Funeral Service
l Private Chapel of Rest
l 24 Hour Personal Service
l Arrangements may be made in the

privacy of you own home
l A Golden choice of pre-paid funeral
plans available
l Traditional courtesy and conduct throughout
354 High Road, Woodford Green, Essex IG8 0QX
(Opposite the castle Public House)

020 8504 4372 - 020 8559 1979
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Hair Stylist
Colour Specialist
Now working in this
area in the comfort of
your own home
Call Tina
for an appointment on
Tel no 020 8418 9119 or
mobile 07957 977380

TIMEGOLD
(Jewellers)
Diamond, gold and silver
Jewellery
*
Michel Herbelin, and Accurist
Watches
Gifts for all occasions
*
LLADRÓ figurines
*
On the premises repairs to
Watches, clocks and
Jewellery
****
25 The Broadway
Woodford Green
IG8 0HQ
***
020 8504 6140
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HUMOUR
By Jo King

Dumb Blondes
Two macho labourers were standing
at the base of a flagpole, looking up.
A blonde walks by and asked them
what they were doing.
One replied, ‘We’re supposed to be
finding the height of this flagpole, but
we don’t have a ladder.’
The blonde took out an adjustable
spanner from her bag, loosened a

Dumb as a box of
Rocks TRUE STORY:
A noted psychiatrist was a guest
speaker at an academic function
where Nancy Pelosi happened to
appear. Ms Pelosi took the opportunity to schmooze the good doctor a
bit and asked him a question with
which he was most at ease.
‘Would you mind telling me, Doctor,’
she asked, ‘how you detect a mental
deficiency in somebody who appears
completely normal?’
‘Nothing is easier,’ he replied. ‘You
ask a simple question which anyone
should answer with no trouble. If the
person hesitates, that puts you on
the track..’
‘What sort of question?’ asked
Pelosi.
Well, you might ask, ‘Captain Cook
made three trips around the world
and died during one of them. Which
one?’’
Pelosi thought a moment, and
then said with a nervous laugh, ‘You
wouldn’t happen to have another
example would you? I must confess I
don’t know much about history.’
In Touch 2013 Issue 1

few bolts and laid the flagpole down.
She got a tape measure out of her
pocket, took a few measurements,
and announced that it was 18 feet
6 inches.
Then, she walked off.
The first said to the second, ‘Isn’t
that just like a blonde!
We need the height, and she gives
us the length

A Sunday-school
teacher said to her children,
“We have been learning how
powerful kings and queens
were in Bible times. But,
there is a Higher Power. Can
anybody tell me what it is?”

Marketing ideas.
A while ago a new supermarket
opened in the North of England
It has an automatic water-mister
to keep the produce fresh.
Just before it goes on, you hear
the sound of distant thunder and
the smell of fresh rain.
When you pass the milk cases,
you hear cows mooing and there is
the scent of freshly mown hay.
In the meat department there is
the aroma of charcoal grilled steaks
with onions and mushrooms.
When you approach the egg
case, you hear hens clucking and
cackling, and the air is filled with
the pleasing aroma of bacon and
eggs frying.
The bread department features
the tantalizing smell of fresh baked
bread and cookies.
I don’t buy toilet paper there
anymore.
describing how Lot’s wife looked
back and turned into a pillar of salt,
when little Jason interrupted, “My
Mummy looked back once while she
was driving,” he announced triumphantly, “And she turned into a telephone pole!”

While working at a pizza parlour I
observed a man ordering a small
pizza to go. He appeared to be alone
One child blurted out,
and the cook asked him if he would
“Aces!”
like it cut into 4 pieces or 6. He
thought about it for some time then
A Sunday-school teacher asked, said ‘Just cut it into 4 pieces; I don’t
“Johnny, do you think Noah did a lot think I’m hungry enough to eat 6
of fishing when he was on the Ark?” pieces’.
“No,” replied Johnny. “How could
he, with just two worms.”
A Sunday-school teacher was telling her class the story of the Good
Samaritan. She asked the class, “If
you saw a person lying on the roadside, all wounded and bleeding, what
would you do?”
A thoughtful little girl broke the
hushed silence, “Call an ambulance?”

While looking at a house, my brother
asked the Estate agent which direction was north because he didn’t
want the sun waking him up every
morning. She asked, ‘Does the
sun rise in the north?’ My brother
explained that the sun rises in the
east and has for sometime. She
shook her head and said, ‘Oh, I don’t
The Sunday-school teacher was keep up with all that stuff......’
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Chronicle of Parish Events By PA Nache
The Bereavement Support Group
On 17th January 2013 the
Bereavement Support Group welcomed a number of people who
have been bereaved in the last few
months to the first group meeting in
the Henrietta suite.
We listened to one another and
shared experiences and feelings, if
people wished, and a sympathetic
and supportive atmosphere was created. It was commented on that there
was a ‘cosy’ feeling to the meeting.
Many people find this type of group
situation helpful - to be with others
who have a personal understanding of
the pain and grief of loss.
The meeting lasts an hour and
those who come have an opportunity to talk about topics of concern in
their bereavement and then have a
cup of tea and a chat amongst themselves. We will meet once a month
in the Henrietta Suite in the Becket
Centre and our next meetings will be
Thursday 14th March and Thursday
11th April
For any information about the meetings phone Angela on 0208 505 0356
The Bereavement Support Group
has existed in the parish for many
years. Several of the group are counsellors and the others have been
trained to listen sympathetically. We
have given support on a one to one
basis for many people who have
appreciated having someone outside
their family and close friends to talk to
when they have been bereaved.
The annual Bereavement Service
organised by the Bereavement
Support Group was held in the church
on 11th November and was led by
Fr Austin. The readings and bidding
prayers were read by young people
of the parish. The homily given by Fr
Austin was moving and uplifting. Our
choir led the congregation in some
familiar hymns and there was an
opportunity to light candles to remember loved ones. The service was well
attended and it was followed as usual
by tea, home made scones and cakes
in the Becket Centre. All were invited
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and those that took up the invitation
were made very welcome by members
of the Bereavement Support Group.
The group also organises an afternoon tea in the summer. It was at
this gathering last year after a talk
by Mary Casey, who runs the Healing
Hearts group at the Roding hospital,
that some of our guests and Fr Austin
wondered if it would be possible to
hold monthly support meetings at St
Thomas’s. After much discussion and
research by the members of our group
we decided to go ahead and begin the
monthly meetings.
Although we are holding the meetings at St Thomas’s we would be
happy to welcome anyone from the
area to join us. You may have no need
of our service yourself but you may
know someone who does so please
do pass on our details.
If you wish to have any more information about the new group or the
Bereavement Support group you
would be most welcome to phone
Angela on 0208 505 0356

Lenten Lunches
Once again the Lenten Lunches have
been taking place every Tuesday during Lent and the final one is still
to come on Tuesday of Holy Week,
which is the week of the publication
of this issue. A choice from a variety
of different soups with a chunk of
French bread and butter are available at £2:50 with tea or coffee at a
little extra. The proceeds go to Mary’s
Meals providing meals for children still
in dire circumstances following the
2010 disaster in Haiti. Mary Knights’
pages in the next issue will carry the
recipes of the eighteen different ladies
who have made soups during Lent
this year.
The Rite of Election at
Brentwood.
On Sunday 17th February at the 11:30

Mass our parish community at the
Rite of Sending, sent Sharon Fletcher
and Beau Moore to Brentwood in the
afternoon with their blessing to meet
Bishop Thomas at the Rite of Election.
Once again the Bishop greeted around
300 catechumen (the non-baptised)
and candidates (those who have
been baptised and wish to become
Catholic) entering their names into the
Diocesan Book of the Elect.
Sharon will be baptised, confirmed
and receive her first holy communion
at the Easter Vigil on Saturday evening
30th March and Beau, having already
been baptised, will be confirmed and
receive his first communion. They
have both been attending the Monday
evening sessions of the Journey of
Faith for over two years and look forward to now participating fully in the
sacraments and in our community.

The Journey of Faith Retreat
On Saturday 2nd March twenty parishioners gathered at Chigwell Convent

LETTERS
Please send your letters to The
Editor, Idvies, 72 Malvern Drive,
Woodford Green, IG8 0JP or email
leon@racionzer.net
From Paul E Crighton
Dear Editor
Thank you for publishing my contribution to the Christmas edition of In
Touch.
It took me a moment to discover it
under the name that you gave to the
author. Where did you get that version
from? All my communications to you
showed the correct spelling.
In spite of the above there have been
variations of our name spelling but
none at such variance as your attempt
since the originator, a Transylvanian
mercenary of the occupying Roman
forces who stayed behind when the
legions left. He married a Scottish lass
In Touch 2013 Issue 1

to be guided in Lectio Divina (Divine
reading) of the scriptures and Gospels
by Sr Hyacinthe Defos du Rau, OP of
Saint Dominic’s Priory, Shirley Holms
Road, Lymington, Hampshire SO41
8NH. It was very much a day of new
discovery in the richness of the texts
and their application, not only in their
time, but in our time today. We were
encouraged to interpret the texts in
four different senses, which comprise the allegorical interpretation; an
interpretive method which assumes

that the Bible has various levels of
meaning and tends to focus on the
spiritual sense comprising of the allegorical sense, the moral or tropological sense,and the anagogical sense
as opposed to the literal sense of
scripture. That sounds like a lot of
big words but in Sr Hyacinthe’s skilful
hands all was reduced to a simple
commonsense appreciation of bible
reading, drawing the last drop of blood
out of every word and being able to
pray and meditate on them

a bit before the birth of Mohamed,
blessings be upon him, and his name
is recorded as spelt Kreiton.
As a Scottish descendant, as are
you I believe, a Robert Crichton was
twice Chancellor of Scotland probably
imprisoned in the intervening years.
These times were torrid and there was
a fair amount of hooliganism amongst
the ruling classes and it was as a
result of two Douglas princes being
murdered after a dinner party that the
Douglas’s and the Livingstons drove
the Crichtons from their lands to the
hills around Perth and to the west of
Scotland.
It was the eastern branch that rose
again and I have a copy of another
Robert Crichton’s signature, the rather
decorative nature of which is alleged
to have been partly responsible for the
“C” becoming a “G”. He was killed by
the son of the Duke of Mantua in a
street brawl which ended his career as
the Duke’s son’s tutor.
Crighton Castle still stands proudly

by the village of Crichton near Pathead
Midlothian and Mary Queen of Scots
is recorded as having attended a wedding there in the good times. The
Crighton Collegiate church is still in
operation near the castle which is now
the property of Scottish National Trust.
Clan Chief resides in Crieff and
never had its own clan tartan until
about two years ago, having adopted
the Edinburgh tartan for formal occasions before that.
My branch suffered in the London of
last century with two world wars and
the great depression having destroyed
the family business. We have however,
as far as I know, stopped murdering
and being murdered and generally
keep our heads down unless our good
name is sullied.
You really only need to apologise
gracefully and ignore the above since I
do go on a bit when unrestrained.
The editor apologies for the
misspelling of the name in the last
issue.
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Three days in
Medjugorje

M

By Áine Wood

A family’s pilgrimage of love

Mum and Áine by the waterfall
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“I have come to tell
the world that God
exists. He is the
fullness of life, and
to enjoy this fullness
and peace, you must
return to God”
In Touch 2013 Issue 1

y father, Patrick
Haughian, was fascinated by all that
was happening in
Medjugorje but sadly never made
it there. He passed away on the
30th December 2009, peacefully
but suddenly, surrounded by 14
of his 15 children (the 15th was
39 weeks pregnant in Sydney,
Australia). In his memory, my
Mother, Aunt, five of his daughters and two of his sons decided
to be there for what would have
been his 75th birthday on the 6th
September 2012.
Since 1981, in the small village of
Medjugorje, the Blessed Virgin Mary
has been appearing to six people
from the village, Ivan, Jakov, Marija,
Mirjana, Vicka, and Ivanka. Her messages are to the world. She tells us
through these six people that God
has sent her to our world, and these
years she is spending with us are a
time of Grace granted by God. In her
own words she tells us, “I have come
to tell the world that God exists. He is
the fullness of life, and to enjoy this
fullness and peace, you must return
to God”.
Our journey startDay One
ed with a flight to
Dubrovnik where we were met by
staff of the Irish Centre in Medjugorje
who took us on a three-hour
coach journey across the border to
Bosnia-Herzegovina to the village of
Medjugorje. I personally think Our
Lady choose this village because of
their amazing faith. Long before the
apparitions, in 1933, they built a large
concrete cross at the top of a steep
and stony mountain to commemorate
the 1900 years since the death of
Jesus.
On our first evening there we
enjoyed a service of Exposition of the
Blessed Sacrament held outdoors at
the back of St James’ Church which
seats 5,000. It was very inspiring
to see not only every seat taken but
every large aisle packed with thousands of people standing from all over
the world. Next morning we attended
the 10am English Mass at St James’.
As it was a Thursday the service was
dedicated to Priests and the prayers

were for priestly vocations. The homily
was about Jesus and the last supper.
It reminded me of one of Our Lady’s
messages to the visionaries that “the
greatest blessing that you can receive
on earth is that of a priest; my Son
blesses you through the priest and
their hands have been blessed by
Jesus”.
After Mass we joined the long
queues to receive the sacrament of
reconciliation available in numerous
languages. Later on this, our first, day
we climbed Apparition Hill up to the
statue of Our Lady, the site where Our
Lady first appeared. There we placed
our Dad’s picture and as a family we
said the rosary, dedicating it to him.
We were very proud of our Mum;
with her walking stick in hand she
managed to make it to the top. No
mean achievement since, approaching 70 and having endured two bouts
of cancer and several blood clots, she
claimed it was Our Lady who spurred
her on. Mum always felt, during all
her trials and tribulations that Our
Lady was with her giving her strength
to endure and on this occasion it was
no different.
Artistic works depicting the mysteries of the Rosary are stationed around
the hill. According to the visionaries,
after each of them have had ten mysteries revealed to them, Our Lady will
leave a visible and indestructible sign
at this place for all to see, particularly
non-believers.
For those less able-bodied, there
is a beautiful bronze statue of the
Resurrection by a Slovenian artist, Andrej Ajdic at the back of St
James Church on the path leading
to Cross Mountain. It was donated to
Medjugorje by the Slovenian people
and blessed by Pope John Paul II in
1996 during his visit to Slovenia. The
statue, surrounded by fourteen stations, represents the fifteenth station,
the Resurrection.
Day Two we visited the Kravica
waterfalls
about
10km outside Medjugorje. This was a
great place to swim; below the beautiful white cascading water, contrasting
against lush green foliage in the clear
blue pool below. We were joined there
by a large group of nuns in their habits
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Áine before the statue of the
ressurection (L).
Crowds at the Blue Cross
with Mirjana (R)
Medjudorge Nuns by the
waterfalls(below)
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who were obviously sorely tempted to
disrobe but settled for a paddle holding their habits up at a modest mid
-calf level. Then on to the Church of
Divine Mercy where we said a Novena
to the Divine Mercy.
Day Three Saturday morning,
we got up at 5am to
start the climb up Krizavec (Cross)
Mountain, minus our Mum who was
still recovering from being pushed and
pulled up Apparition Hill. We joined
some new friends we made from Cork
and Melbourne. Matt, from Cork, has
been going to Medjugorje, since the
early 1980’s, a truly inspirational 70
plus year old who was a great guide
over all the difficult boulders. He knew
the route like the back of his hand
and no wonder; we found out half way
up that he had made this very difficult
climb every morning on this and all
his previous visits. We stopped to
say the rosary at each of the Stations
of the Cross, on the way up. Finally
we made it to the top just as the sun
rose and we sat in silence to observe
the beauty and peacefulness of the
moment. Our Lady has told the visionaries in the past that she often kneels
at the foot of the cross and prays. As I
knelt there, the rising sun brightening
the sky, I wondered if she was by my
side but if she wasn’t I’m sure that
my Dad was; he had finally made it to
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Medjugorje. This spot in Medjugorje
feels like a little bit of Heaven here on
earth, helped by the knowledge that
Our Lady is there every day.
After a much deserved breakfast
we attended the English Mass at
10am and as this took place on the
day people celebrate Our Lady’s birthday, 8th September, there were so
many people we nearly didn’t make
it inside the church. Later that day
on our last evening we visited a site
so dear to many pilgrims; the Blue
Cross. This marks the spot of the
current apparitions. The area is very
quiet, where the peace of Our Lady is
powerfully felt; a nice place for quiet
prayer and solitude. However, this
was not the case when my brother,
Ciaran, visited the Blue Cross on the
2nd September for the apparition to
Mirjana that has occurred on the
2nd of each month since August of
1987. He decided to go to Medjugorje
earlier than the rest of us in order
to witness this event. He arrived
there at 5.30am and stood approximately three or four meters from the
Blue Cross where Mirjana, one of the
visionaries, knelt down. There were
tens of thousands of pilgrims from
all over the world; some had spent
the night in sleeping bags waiting for
this very special moment. There were
also priests from all over the world,

some of whom Ciaran spoke
to were from Africa, North
America as well as Italy and
Croatia. They all led the huge
crowd in saying the rosary
from 5am and the prayers
were interspersed with music
from different countries.
Then at around 8am Mirjana
arrived; she was escorted to the Blue
Cross where she knelt and prayed
with the crowd. Then an amazing
silence descended and the apparition took place. Mirjana was seen
communicating with Our Lady. It
lasted around ten minutes, a truly
amazing experience.
Her message that day “Dear children, as my eyes are looking at you,
my soul is seeking those souls with
whom it desires to be one – the souls
who have understood the importance
of prayer for those of my children
who have not come to know the love
of the Heavenly Father. I am calling
you because I need you. Accept the
mission and do not be afraid, I will
strengthen you. I will fill you with my
graces. With my love I will protect you
from the evil spirit. I will be with you.
With my presence I will console you in
difficult moments. Thank you for your
open hearts. Pray for priests. Pray
that the unity between my Son and
them may be all the stronger, that
they may be one. Thank you.”
Our visit to the Blue Cross was
a lovely way to end our stay in
Medjugorje. It was a beautiful journey
and one we hope to do again. Our
Lady says ‘If you knew how much I
love you, you would cry’; we felt her
love in abundance in Medjugorje and,
yes, we did cry.
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Part 2

Pius XII Navigating times of unp recedented upheaval with honour
By Jerry Crowley
Pius XII arrived at
the Papacy after
a long career
as a top Vatican
diplomat.
This
appears to have
compounded the
impact of a naturally cautious temperament on his
response to the Nazis and Holocaust.
He regarded it as a central duty of
his position to bring the War to an
end, and for this the preservation of
neutrality was essential. This in turn
meant balancing each condemnation
of Nazi atrocities with a similar condemnation of Stalin’s ones. Partly this
reflected fears of alienating German
Catholics without parallel condemnation of the Soviets. But also, once the
Allied powers had committed themselves to total victory and unconditional German surrender in 1942, it
was vital for them to keep their Soviet
allies on side, and henceforth they
discouraged the Pope
from any statement
prejudicial to that.
Here was a complex personality who,
while condemning
Nazi atrocities against Polish
Catholics, still felt inhibited
from condemning their unprovoked
invasion of Poland itself, despite its
desperate fight for survival against
unprecedented evil. Yet twice he
proved capable of taking huge risks
with his neutrality. In late 1939, after
taking just one day to decide, he
passed to the British details of a
German army plot to overthrow the
Fuhrer, hoping to secure British agreement to peace talks with any replacement German regime. Had this plot
come to light, it would have led to
the death of the generals involved;
in the event, the Chamberlain government characteristically dithered
until too late. Secondly, in early 1940,
he passed on confidential details

received concerning the start date of
Hitler’s Western offensive. Had these
breaches of diplomatic confidence
been discovered by the Nazis, Pius’
entire neutrality strategy would have
collapsed. But both events conclusively nail the fiction that he was a
secret Nazi sympathiser.
Pius’ attachment to his diplomat’s
ideal of neutrality appears to have
continued well beyond its sell-by date.
This may have reflected an overestimate of the Vatican’s historical credentials as a power broker, the earnest efforts of Pope Benedict XV to
mediate during the First World War
having come to nothing. But ultimately, would sacrificing the Vatican’s precious neutrality really have damaged
the Nazi war effort much? Most
likely, it would just have substituted
one nightmarish set of (mostly unintended) ramifications for another.
When trying to mitigate any acutely
difficult situation, the most sensible
approach is to concentrate on those
facets of it within one’s power to

and nuanced way, avoiding loud protests that would have been counterproductive. This was the case not
only in France and the Netherlands,
but also in Eastern Europe, including
Slovakia, Czechoslovakia, Romania,
Bulgaria and Hungary. In all these
cases, Vatican and local Catholic
intercessions helped to slow down
or postpone deportation of the Jews,
occasionally managing to fend it off
altogether. Poland was infinitely more
complicated, because of the unspeakable brutality of the Nazi invasion, and
the subsequent murder of massive
numbers of the Polish political, intellectual, military and religious elites.
Even so, Jewish sources estimate that,
overall, the Pope was directly responsible for saving at least 700,000 Jews
from the gas-chambers.
The Catholic Church also did a fantastic relief job, often working alongside the Red Cross, and far exceeding
the combined relief efforts of the
Allies, at a time when the United
Nations and its major relief agencies
were yet to be born. This
relief effort embraced not
only Jews but every other
type of the victimised,
displaced and minorities
who always get trampled
on by war, accompanied by largescale searches for the missing
coordinated via Vatican Radio. All this
required huge resources of money
and people.
The saga of the Jews of Rome - the
Pope’s “back yard” - deserves special
mention, because it forms the basis
of Rolf Hochhuth’s 1963 play “The
Deputy”, essentially the opening act
in a long Soviet propaganda campaign designed to blacken the Pope’s
reputation, a project in which it largely
succeeded. In October 1943, Nazi
forces arrived in Rome following the
collapse of Mussolini’s regime, posing
the predictable threat to Italian Jews,
who under Mussolini had avoided
persecution. Pius’ initial response, as
elsewhere, was to order the opening

Jewish sources estimate that, overall,
the Pope was directly
responsible for saving at least 700,000
Jews from the gas-chambers
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influence. This is exactly what Church
and Pope did, consistently and vigorously, by offering every possible help
and protection to Jews throughout
the war years. There are numerous
records of the Pope ordering his diplomats and nuncios to do this. Such
efforts frequently ran into bureaucratic obstacles as fugitives made their
way across Europe (expired passports
etc.) and often stringent visa requirements (notably by the US and Brazil);
none of this was the Vatican’s fault.
What was achieved here was largely the outcome of a difficult balancing
act, using local nuncios and senior
clergy to apply pressure on Naziaffiliated governments in a controlled

of all Italian convents and monasteries to Jewish refugees. In Rome, this
resulted in a third of its Jews being
hidden in properties owned by the
Catholic Church, many of them directly
by the Vatican, and including at least
500 Jews hidden in the Papal summer
residence at Castel Gandolfo (tragically, many of these latter were killed
by an Allied air raid in February 1944).
At this point, the German diplomatic corps in Rome, led by Vatican
ambassador Ernst von Weiszacker,
held markedly different views from its
masters in Berlin. Specifically, a wish
to deploy the Jews as labourers within
Italy, rather than deporting them to the
death camps (whether solely for utilitarian reasons or also to lessen their
suffering, is unclear); to minimise the
German military presence in Rome,
in order to avoid Allied air strikes; and
therefore, to defuse tensions between
the Vatican and Berlin. This meant
dissuading the Vatican from any
heavy-handed protest that might have
led to its being overrun by German
forces; while also convincing Berlin
that the Pope wasn’t going to protest loudly against a mass roundingup of the Jews, thereby diverting the
Gestapo’s attention away from church
properties and the legions of Jews hidden there. Hence von Weiszacker’s
delicate diplomatic dance with the
Vatican, alongside his simultaneous
telegram to Berlin stating that “he (the
Pope) has not allowed himself to be
carried away making any demonstrative statements against deportation
of the Jews”.
It is this single sentence, completely
shorn of its context that forms the
entire basis of Hochhuth’s play. It has
also been pounced upon by Western
academics evidently unaware that
here, Weizsacker was merely deploying the same elliptical diplomatic
nuances regularly emanating from the
Vatican, to prevent carefully negotiated local arrangements from being
wrecked, and thereby making a difficult situation far worse. In the event,
In Touch 2013 Issue 1

Castel Gandolfo

his ploy largely worked, with significant
numbers of Rome’s Jews saved from
deportation. Despite which, some
historians still contend that this epic
Church rescue activity occurred without any lead from the Pope, and even
that he actively discouraged it. If so,
it would be totally out of character
with his relentless efforts to help the
Jews elsewhere, and certainly D’Arcy
Osborne, the British ambassador to
the Vatican, was in no doubt of his leading role here. All underlining the need
for intellectual honesty in assessing
these complex events, looking at all
the evidence and not just isolated fragments that support one’s pre-ordained
position (humans being human, there
are almost always some), and above
all, examining context.
From “The Deputy” onwards, the
debate over Pius XII has refused to
die down, each attack or defence of
his actions bringing an equally strong
rebuttal from the other side. Nor is
there any chance of it dying down anytime soon, with the lengthy process
for his beatification grinding slowly
forward, at a time when the Vatican’s
75-year rule means that its entire
archives beyond 1938, i.e. the crucial
years, have still to be released, on a
staggered basis. The most interesting recent contribution to the debate
is Rabbi David Dalin’s “The Myth of
Hitler’s Pope” (2008), an eloquent
riposte to Cornwell’s “Hitler’s Pope”
(1999). Alongside impressive detailed

research rehabilitating the Pope,
Dalin argues that much of recent antiPius venom is driven by the dismay
of lapsed or liberal Catholics at the
present-day direction of the Church,
and the tragedy of the Holocaust provides them with a ready moral club to
further their own agendas.
It is generally accepted that Pius
was a saintly, ascetic, other-worldly man, something that may have
coloured his often cautious response
to the horrific events unfolding around
him: the affairs of this world are merely ephemeral. His near 20-year tenure
as Pope was marked by traumatic
and unprecedented upheavals. There
is no space here for the long struggle against Communism and Stalin’s
violation of Eastern Europe following
Hitler’s downfall; for him this was just
as challenging as the Nazi period, yet
rarely attracts the attentions of the
commentariat.
Better men would have found themselves stretched beyond their limits by
the challenges Pius faced. The power
of the Church is ultimately a moral
authority and no more. While great
things can be achieved through moral
force in normal times, this becomes
extremely difficult in the face of ruthless opponents lacking any moral
compass of their own. And in such
circumstances, Stalin’s famous sneer
“How many divisions has the Pope?”;
aptly epitomises the swagger of the
iron fist.
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Doubting is good for faith By Bernard Hunter
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A Catholic asks

“

Am I a
Catholic if I
do not buy
all of it?

“

Am I a Catholic? I was born and
bred a Catholic, baptised, confirmed
and married in the Church, and have
always been an active parishioner.
So, what’s the problem? It is a
question of belief. Some, both fellow
believers and secularists, might question my Catholicity if they knew what I
actually thought.
Others, both within and outside
the Church, might say that in
any case, ‘thinking’ does not
sit well with being a Catholic.
There are frequent examples
of debate and criticism being
suppressed by Rome and
by many bishops, and that
serves to sustain the popular
myth of the man in the street
that we are all sheep.
So why attend church every
Sunday, and some other times
too?
Well, that’s an easy question to
answer – I come because you, dear
reader, are there. I come for the sense
of belonging because, broadly speaking, we share the same core beliefs,
the same outlook on life, and the
same ambitions for what the world
should be and what we need to do
to get it there. Strength in numbers,
solidarity, comfort, reassurance that I
am not alone – you know.
But what do I actually believe? That
is not so easy, and what is more
the answer you get today might well
change tomorrow. And whatever the
answer, today or tomorrow, I am far
from sure that I am right. Call it ‘provisional’, pending further insights or
inputs.

I believe there is a God, but intellectually have to accept that might
be wrong – many admirable people
and scholars and thinkers believe the
opposite and I am not so arrogant as
to dismiss them as deluded. I have
never had a Damascene moment,
or rebirth, or flash of insight. Does
that happen? Many people say so, so
perhaps it does, but somehow such
direct intervention from on high does
not chime with how “my God” operates. Why would He, having sent his
Son to us?
You will not be surprised that I have
a problem with miracles, and Marian

apparitions too. Plenty of people are
sure they happened, and they (you?)
might be right. But those doubts don’t
affect how I think and pray, and certainly do not influence my actions. And
one thing I am certain about is that it
is our actions, rather than articles of
faith, that matter.
To get back on track, you will deduce
that I believe in His Son, Jesus Christ.
And – even more strongly – that Jesus
was truly a man. But was his a virgin
birth? Why need it have been? He is
God, after all. And did Mary have other
children? Why does that matter? What
I am trying to describe are doubts, not
rejections. Church teaching may feel

questionable, but I cannot say that I
believe it to be wrong. But again, do
the answers to these questions really
change the essential message of the
Gospel, the handbook on how to conduct ourselves? Not for me.
I am not an expert; I could study
more, discuss more and come to
a more informed view, and maybe
one day that opportunity will arise.
However, life is too short and there
seem to be more important things
to ponder right now. So I am happy
to park my doubts and get on with
things.
I also believe strongly that God is
with us when we come together and
with us in an even more profound way
when we meet around the Eucharistic
table.
Other Christian denominations
believe that too, but their leaders
and ours cannot agree on what
that means, or how to put it
into words. Hardly surprising,
you might think, when even
the Catholic position is that it
is a mystery. More surprising,
given that it is a mystery is
that the Catholic Church can
be so exercised over a particular
explanation, while acknowledging that it does not know what it
means. For me, this great theological
debate often seems like little more
than playing with words. Whether it
is or not, this question has a very
clear impact on the brotherhood
of Christians because it leads the
Catholic Church to exclude fellow
believers from our table. None of the
good arguments for the real presence, whatever that means, are surely
enough to strike at the essence of the
Eucharist – our coming together in
Christ. Again, the ins and outs of that
debate do not change my philosophy.
The way I would like to live my life
remains the same. I am not saying
that is the right approach, merely
describing a personal view.
Some may say that one cannot pick
and choose. There are rules, and a

creed, and if you cannot accept it you
should go elsewhere. But we’re not
talking about the EU here! And whatever body one belongs to, there will be
aspects of it that one doubts and
possibly even does not accept.
No two people think the same
on every subject, yet we are able
to get together in other forums,
groups and societies. So, I will
pick and choose. I’ll pick what I firmly
believe (for now, anyway), and choose
to ignore or suspend disbelief about
the rest.
Others might suggest that I would
belong more comfortably in another
Christian community – at All Saints,
or the URC or St Barnabas perhaps.
If my roots were in another community, my heritage in another style of

to recognise that and debating and
understanding the different points of
view is part of that recognition. Also,
it does seem to me that people stray
from the Church unnecessarily, thinking that if they cannot swallow the
whole package they are somehow not
fit to belong, or are being intellectually
dishonest in staying; as you will gather,
to my mind that is just plain daft.
So, until asked to leave (which
won’t happen, will it?), I’m staying.
I get far too much out of being
a Catholic to reject it. There, I’ve
said it – I am a Catholic.
But what is this Church we belong
unsure of or doubt. Given my uncertainty, how could I? The reason for to? There seem to be two separate
writing this article – apart from gentle strands developing that might be charbadgering from the editor – is merely acterised as the hierarchical Church
to share. We are all different, all have and the Church of its members. If true,
our own unique experiences of life that is profoundly worrying: which entiand of God, have developed from ty is being guided by the Holy Spirit? I
many cultures with varying traditions may be a “Catholic” but I begin to won- and yet we come together, and are der whether I am a “Roman Catholic”.
Is it ok to doubt?
all the stronger for it. It is important
celebration, I would probably see no
need to leave it. But they aren’t, so to
change would be perverse. But if I had
to change, it would not be the end of
the world and would not upset my
conscience.
I am not trying to persuade any
reader of anything I believe, or even
of the greater number of things I am

I believe there is a God, but
intellectually have to accept
that might be wrong
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Matrimonial Tribunal of the
Catholic Church by Thomas Crusz

M

any marriages are not
successful even when
the family is well established and the marriage has
lasted many years. The Catholic
Church insists that marriage is
lifelong and indissoluble. Divorce
is not accepted by the Church.
However a person who has been
married, is now divorced and
wishes to marry again
in the Catholic Church,
can request the church
authorities to investigate
the status of his/her previous marriage. The Church
has established an annulment process whereby the
consent exchanged by the couple
on the day of the wedding is
examined to see if it constitutes
true and proper consent, according to the laws of the Catholic
Church. Annulment is a legal procedure for declaring a marriage
null and void and is an internal
procedure of the Catholic Church.
It has no standing in civil law in
the UK. The granting of a declaration of nullity allows a divorced
Catholic to remarry in the Church.
For the Brentwood Diocese, the
Diocesan Tribunal Office at Cathedral
House, processes annulment applications. The Diocesan Tribunal exists
as the judicial arm of the Bishop,
who is the principle and Chief Judge
of the Diocese. Any form of injustice
Brentwood Diocesan
Tribunal Office
Cathedral House
Ingrave Road
Brentwood
Essex CM15 8AT

can be laid before the Bishop provided it involves a person or body
subject to Church Law. In practice
however almost all cases dealt with
are marriage nullity cases. Brentwood
is a Court of ‘1st Instance’. The
Bishop is the Chief
Judge, but as
not
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all
Bishops are
Canon lawyers, he
delegates to a Judicial Vicar
who must be a Canon lawyer. Tribunal
Judges are also appointed by the
Bishop and must be recognised by
the Segnatura in Rome (the supreme
authority). The Instructors prepare the
cases, the Auditors take evidence,
Advocates present the arguments in
favour of nullity, and the Defender
of the Bond (also normally a Canon
lawyer) presents the arguments in
defence of the bond of marriage. A
Notary confirms the authenticity of all
the documents.
As far as the annulment procedure
goes, the petitioner first attends for
an interview with a member of the
Tribunal at which a detailed history
of the courtship and marriage will be
taken. If there are grounds that the
marriage was possibly invalid, the
petitioner will be notified and asked

Tribunal Judges
Rt Rev Mgr Gordon Read
MA, BD, JCL
Rev Paul Bruxby JCL
Rev John Harvey BA(Div),
JCL, MCL, KHS
Mrs Karen Avery

Tribunal Staff
Judicial Vicar
Defenders of the Bond
Rt Rev Mgr Gordon Read
Mr S Ritchie
Tribunal Administrator
Mr M Ashe QC
(Mrs) Karen Avery
Tribunal Assistant
Advocates
Miss Michaela Pearce
Rev James Cassidy CRIC
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The Tribunal Office is
open Monday – Friday,
9am -1pm, 2pm -5pm (by
appointment only).
All initial queries from
priests, parishioners, or
any interested party, can
be dealt with by post,
telephone, fax, or by email.

to confirm that he/she wishes to go
ahead.
A formal “Petition” which is a précis of the facts, and which sets out
the grounds in Canon Law, on which
the application for annulment is
based, is prepared and sent to the
Tribunal Office. Once this application
is received, other documents/certificates and confirmation of witnesses
will be required. It is absolutely essential that the petitioner’s evidence is
supported by witnesses. These may
be members of the family, or of the
former spouse’s family or they may
be friends, neighbours – people who
ideally knew both parties during the
courtship, at the wedding and during

the marriage. Three witnesses are
required and arrangements will be
made for them to be interviewed by a
Tribunal appointed auditor.
Auditors are volunteers, who after
training take evidence from the witness. The information about a marriage comes from the parties and
their witnesses, so the auditor has to
encourage the witness to disclose all
the information he/she knows. Even
if one interview is poorly conducted,
the possibility of discovering the truth
might be compromised. The auditor
has to build a rapport with the witness and write down the gist of the
answers, as spoken by the witness
in the first person. Any information
given is treated in strict confidence
within the Tribunal, and will be used
solely for the purposes of the annulment. However, the petitioner and
respondent both have the right to see
the evidence. If the witness has some
reason for either of the parties not

to see some part of their evidence,
this will be clearly stated and reasons
given. At the end of the interview, the
auditor has to write a few lines on
their feelings about the reliability and
credibility of the witness. The whole
interview process takes about 2-3
hours and is usually held at the local
Church or at Brentwood.
The evidence is gathered and then
presented to the Brentwood Judges;
if they reach moral certainty that the
marriage was null, the papers are sent
to the Appeal Court in Westminster,
and if their Judges agree, the marriage will be declared null and void.
Should the two courts disagree; a
third hearing is possible, which would
normally be in Rome.
In 2010, there were a total of 813
First Instance Ordinary Trials pending on 1st January in England and
Wales. 533 cases were closed and on
31st December 2010 there were 807
cases still pending.

The BCYS pilgri mage to Lourdes By Brendan Chung

I

, along with two other young
people from the parish of
St Thomas of Canterbury,
Woodford Green, was privileged
to go with the Brentwood Catholic
Youth Service (BCYS) with over
200 young people from across
the diocese, on a pilgrimage to
Lourdes during the summer of
2012. The 24 hour coach trip may
have seemed daunting initially,
but we were well compensated
for that ordeal by the welcoming atmosphere and camaraderie
of all those who had willingly
become pilgrims for the week.
With input from the confirmation
candidates, and the generous donations from the parishioners and
from the friary, the required £1,500
fund was raised in just enough time
through cake sales, a collection and
a humorous ‘guess the weight of the
priest’ game at the summer fete. The
latter certainly attracted a lot of attention from the parishioners and also
from the priests.

When the time to board the coach
for our journey home arrived, it was
difficult to leave such a spiritually
enhancing place, a place that had
made us many new friends and
lasting wonderful memories.
I am now very
excited about going
to Lourdes once
The week was burstagain this coming
ing full of activities; first
summer along with
wheelchair training pre7 more young peoparing us for when the diople from our parish.
cese pilgrims arrived, visitNo doubt you will be
ing the homeless shelter, the
seeing more of us as we
Blessed Sacrament service, stadream up more whacky ideas to
tions of the cross, a tour of the churches of Lourdes, and many Masses raise the necessary funds.
celebrated with the pilgrims and the Group shot (top); Group bag (inset);
Bishop. Our blue BCYS t-shirts could Bishop Thomas and some other
be spotted everywhere in between pilgrims from the group (below)
the many nuns and wheelchairs also
decorating the town. There were also
new delicacies to be munched consisting of many varieties of crepes
and bowls of ice cream all under the
searing hot sun.
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A rare pirouette at the
shrine of the Immaculate
Conception in Lourdes
By Paul Affleck
Paul Affleck, a parishioner, is a regular visitor to Lourdes. He travels as
a pilgrimage helper with the Society
of Our Lady of Lourdes, he is the
director of the Raphael Pilgrimage
and he is a helper for the Hospitalité
of Lourdes. Each visit is different
and from time to time there are
some amusing incidents. This is an
account of one such event.
While Masses are being celebrated in the Grotto, in order not to disturb the Service, people who have
bought candles may hand them to
a duty Brancardier inside a barrier
and adjacent to a large candelabra
where there is a barrow to collect the
candles.
I was on duty at the Grotto early
morning when a diminutive lady, an
Italian pilgrim, laden with more candles than was wise, approached. As
she neared the barrier it must have
seemed to her that she would drop
at least some of her payload and so
to avoid catastrophe she decided to
break into a run. Thinking quickly on
my feet, I thought it best to intercept
the lady and to take some of the
candles before they spilled.
I had not counted on an even
shorter Italian Brancardier who had
the same idea as me. In one swift
movement he had grabbed an armful of candles from her before they
were launched into the air and followed this with a pirouette so that he
deposited the candles into the barrow
in the blink of an eye. Unfortunately
his movement had been so sudden
he lost his balance and followed the
candles head first into the barrow.
I was not the only witness to this
event which caused a good deal of
commotion, suppressed mirth and a
barrow with a pair of shoes sticking
out from the top.
The Italian gentleman had to be
helped out of his predicament and
took refuge in the adjacent sacristy
to hide his embarrassment. I did not
see him again throughout the week.
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Feasting or Fasting on Fish
on Fridays By Leon Menzies Racionzer

R

igidly insisting on no
meat on Fridays and opting for fish instead, can
pose problems as well
as pleasant surprises. The discovery of good and bad places, and
indeed countries, in which fish of
good quality is available has been
an incidental aspect of this rigid
discipline.
My first circulatory collapse,
referred to as an anaphylactic fit by
the medical profession, was probably
fifty years ago resulting from a pub
lunch on a Friday somewhere near
Shepherds Bush. Maybe the prawns
were off but I ended up with my foot
stuck in the horn ring on the steering
wheel of my car trying to attract attention for someone to call an ambulance. Through the open window on
that summer’s day a passer by stuck
his head in and said ‘disgusting, your
drunk!’ and walked on. It was some
time later, after passing out, I
came to and was able to
drive home.
Then there was the
occasion when we,
my wife and I, visited
a relative who worked
in a Hospital in the
foreign lands just south
of the River Thames and
long before the M25 existed. It
was a Friday and there were choices
on the staff menu but we opted for
the fish. I should have known better
because the pungent smell of ammonia hit me as soon as the plate was
put in front of me. After driving a short
way, I pulled into a service station
looking like death, not warmed up,
an ambulance was called and I was
whisked off to the nearest A&E. The
ambulance trip took long enough for
me to pass out and recover so that
when my wife arrived at A&E with the
car I was already on my feet again.
A farewell open air buffet in Monte

Carlo offered only King Prawns as fish
in a green salad, but I had learned
my lesson by that time and picked
the prawns out, just eating the salad.
I already felt queasy when we were
stuck
in the lift for half an
hour afterwards
and even more
so in the taxi on
the long tortuous
drive to Cannes airport.
By the time I got on the
plane, immediately after take
off, I had to lie flat in the gangway,
causing great confusion to staff and
passengers alike. I refused the adrenalin proffered by a doctor and enjoyed
the rest of the flight lying across three
seats with an oxygen mask strapped
to my face. I knew that all I had to do
was to let go, and pass out, then get
the blood back to my head. It was
not as disturbing for me as it was for
those witnessing the event.
Sometimes those around me, due
to overreaction, can cause me additional inconvenience as on a flight to
Teheran via Beirut on Japan Airlines.
The pilot refused to continue the
flight after an hour’s stop in Beirut
if I remained on board. I was unceremoniously ejected minus luggage,

Astranomical Clock top; Prague
cityscape

local currency or even a tooth pick.
Fortunately for me, Bachir Gemayel,
the second but last of the Maronite
presidents, still governed a relatively
peaceful state at this time. A rather
confused immigrant without any luggage lost at the exit to the airport was
regarded sympathetically by a cab
driver who, without any payment, took
me into his home for two days, fed me
and gave me a tour of Beirut from the
sandy beeches up to the ski slopes in
the mountains beyond. I did return to
Beirut on several occasions thereafter
and hopefully did enough to repay the
family of my altruistic cab driver.
Thanks to the long presence from
the 1820s to the late 1970s of
Church of Scotland Missionaries in

the Yemen, Saudi Arabian officials
became familiar with Scottish traditions and dietary customs. Indeed
one of the best known Arab converts
to Christianity, Dr Ahmad Sa’id Affara,
the lynchpin of the Keith Falconer
Hospital in Aden, was a graduate of
Edinburgh University. So it was no
surprise to me while in Najran near
the Saudi Yemen border that I was
served with a china cupful of whisky
poured from an elegant china tea pot
in order not to offend Allah by pouring
it straight from the bottle. But it was
the delicately cut long strips of eel
served on an oblong shaped dish,
garnished with lemon and what tasted like a creamy horseradish sauce,
that particularly pleased me since it
was Friday. I was spared the embarrassment of declining the customary
lamb which one might have expected
in that neck of the woods. Or should
I say desert? It went down exceptionally well and stayed down comfortably
even after I was corrected, while complimenting my host, who politely told
me that it was in fact snake.
I could wax lyrical about many other
such incidents of many years ago but
in fear of the editor chopping this article down to size I would rather come
more to the present time.
As for local chippies, I would not
recommend them at any time for the
quality of their fish. However, if one
happens to be at the Kyle of Lochalsh,
from where the ferry, now replaced by
a bridge, used to ply its romantic way
across the Minch to the Isle of Skye,
then do have some fish and chips
there. But beware of eating it out of
the ‘poke’, or polystyrene box now
provided, lest a gull swoops down
unexpectedly and snatches it from
your hand. I am not the first to whom
this has happened. Fish and chips
in Arbroath or Stonehaven is also
acceptable but better still, for health
and sheer culinary delight, would
be an Arbroath Smokie (Haddock
smoked over a hard wood fire).
On Friday the 23rd November last
year I found myself, for one day
only, in the city of a hundred spires;
Prague, in the Czeck Republic. There,
it seemed to me, are more Catholic
churches than in the city of Rome.

Rising early in the morning I ‘did’ the
old Jewish Quarter, the Astronomical
Clock on the town hall and struggled
up the multitude of steps, past the
beggars and the illicit money changers to St Vitas Cathedral. Before long,
I became somewhat peckish, having
had only a flimsy savoury pastry for
breakfast and Holy Communion at
midday in the Benedictine church half
way up the hill. The constant smell
of roasting hams,
the
traditional
local delicacy,
had already
got the saliva
flowing
long
before Mass.
Apparently, there
are no practising Catholics
in
Prague as there was not anywhere a
single menu with fish on it. So I went
hungry until, to add insult to injury, my
friend whose exhibition I had gone to
view, took this Jewish, Catholic boy,
on a Friday, to a restaurant called the
three piglets. Did I succumb?
And even more recently on Friday
15th February I flew to Stockholm from
Heathrow. I didn’t even think of eating
fish at an airport, settling instead for a
cheese and tomato baguette. Arriving
very late in Stockholm, the heart of
the archipelago of over a thousand
islands, I naturally expected I might
get a fishy dinner but it was too late,
the restaurant was shut and the bar
only had a salami stick to chew on,
so I settled for a bag of crisps instead
and went to bed hungry. However,
early breakfast on Saturday morning
was a sheer culinary delight, herrings in Mustard, pickled herring,
Swedish herring with mashed potatoes, Swedish herring in Garlic sauce,
in traditional marinate and so on, all
served with lovely seeded rye bread,
made an excellent start to the day
even if it wasn’t Friday.
An enquiry as to which was the best
restaurant to eat at on the Saturday
evening was answered with ‘Sturehof,
of course!’ This is regarded as the
finest fish restaurant anywhere in the
world. But it wasn’t! The reputation far
outstripped the food which came in
tiny proportions along with as much
as you can nibble; rather delightful,

crispy cracker things and whipped
cream with caviar, probably lump fish
roe, that spread like butter.
I have always liked the story of Al
Hafed, who sold his farm in India and
travelled the whole of India, Europe
and China, searching for a diamond
mine so that he could be rich. He died
in the effort only to be succeeded
by the new owner of his farm whose
camel, drinking at the stream in his
own garden, accidentally revealed
the diamond mines of Golconda.
From these mines came the great
Kohinoor diamond in our
crown jewels and the largest crown diamond
on earth in Russia’s
crown jewels. I did
not only look abroad
for the best fish on
Fridays but, like Hafed’s successor,
it was by chance that I found the
culinary delight of grilled fish, the way
Jesus cooked fish near Tiberius on
the shores of Lake Galilee, stuffed
with onion and chili flake, right on
my door step, in George Lane, South
Woodford.
The Wood Oven BBQ in George
Lane is not primarily a fish restaurant;
it serves up Turkish cuisine, lamb and
chicken kebabs, and the like. But it
also serves grilled bass or bream and
you can sit and watch the chef cook
it. It comes with salad, pitta bread and
is preceded with a cucumber salad in
yogurt dressing. My advice is, ask for
an extra slice of lemon. Finish with a
glass of Turkish tea and drink it slowly
while you watch the continual flow of
customers coming in for takeaway
meals and the chef deftly skewering
meat, chicken, tomatoes and peppers
for the non-fish-on-Friday Catholics.
It is surprising just how often I find
myself ‘accidentally’ in George Lane
on Fridays.
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Butternut squash
B
utternut squash is a winter squash and member
of the Cucurbitaceae
family and relative of
both the melon and the cucumber; squashes come in many different varieties. While each type
varies in shape, colour, size and
flavour, they all share some common characteristics. Their shells
are hard and difficult to pierce,
enabling them to have long storage periods between one week
and six months. Their flesh is
mildly sweet in flavour and
finely grained in texture.
Additionally, all have
seed-containing hollow
inner cavities. Winter
squash is available
from August through
March; however, they
are at their best from
October to November
when they are in season. The butternut squash
is pale creamy beige and
comes in an oblong shape
with a rounded bottom. Like its
name suggests, the flesh has a
buttery flavour that is enhanced
by brown sugar or cinnamon.
The list below will give more details
about the fascinating food family of
Cucurbitaceae. Here you can see
some of the foods that are relatives
of winter squash:
Cucurbita Genus Winter squashes
- pumpkins Summer squashes courgettes & marrows
Cucumis Genus Cucumbers
Honeydew melons
Citrullus Genus Watermelon

HEALTH BENEFITS
We are just beginning to discover
the wealth of nourishment supplied
by the mildly sweet flavoured and
finely textured winter squash. While
we’ve become accustomed to thinking about leafy vegetables as an
outstanding source of antioxidants,
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we’ve been slower to recognize the
outstanding antioxidant benefits provided by other vegetables like winter
squash. Recent research has made
it clear just how important winter
squash is to antioxidant intake, especially so in the case of carotenoid
antioxidants.
One cup of winter squash may pro-

vide up to 146% of your daily value
of vitamin A since it is rich in beta
carotene, the pre-cursor to vitamin
A? Beta-carotene is one of the carotenoids found in winter squash that
provides it with its deep orange colour
and has been shown to have powerful antioxidant and anti-inflammatory
properties. The anti-inflammatory
properties of winter squash may help
reduce the severity of conditions
such as asthma, osteoarthritis and
rheumatoid arthritis, which all involve
inflammation. And that’s not all. The
carotenoids found in winter squash
protect against diabetic heart disease and may be beneficial to blood
sugar regulation for those suffering
from diabetes. Research suggests
carotenoids may be inversely associated with insulin resistance and high

blood sugar levels
Seeds from winter squash make a
great snack food, just like pumpkin
seeds. If you scoop the pulp and
seeds from inside the squash and
separate out the seeds, rinse and
place them in a single layer on a
baking sheet and lightly roast them
at 160-170°F - Mark 3/4 in the oven
for 15-20 minutes. By roasting those
for a relatively short time at a low
temperature you can help minimize
damage to their healthy oils.
We think about winter squash
as a very starchy vegetable—
about 90% of its total calories come from carbohydrate,
and about half of this carbohydrate is starch-like in
its composition. However,
recent research has made
it clear that all starch is not
the same, and the starch
content of winter squash
brings along with it some key
health benefits.
With winter squash, we have
a fantastic anti-inflammatory food
opportunity from which we can get a
valuable amount of our anti-inflammatory omega-3s without much of a
change in our total fat intake.

HISTORY
Modern day squash developed from
the wild squash that originated in an
area between Guatemala and Mexico.
While squash has been consumed
for over 10,000 years, they were first
cultivated specifically for their seeds
since earlier squash did not contain
much flesh, and what they did contain was very bitter and unpalatable.
As time progressed, squash cultivation spread throughout the Americas,
and varieties with a greater quantity
of sweeter-tasting flesh were developed. Christopher Columbus brought
squash back to Europe from the New
World, and like many other Native
American foods, their cultivation was
introduced throughout the world

by Portuguese and Spanish explorers. Today, the largest commercial
producers of squash include China,
Japan, Romania, Turkey, Italy, Egypt,
and Argentina.

USING BUTTERNUT SQUASH
Winter squash is easily prone to
decay, so it is important to carefully
inspect it before purchase. Choose
ones that are firm, heavy for their size
and have dull, not glossy, rinds. The
rind should be hard as soft rinds may
indicate that the squash is watery
and lacking in flavour. Avoid those
with any signs of decay, which manifest as areas that are water-soaked
or mouldy.
Butternut squash has a unique
shape that requires a special
approach to cutting. To cut into cubes,
it is best to first cut it in half between
the neck and bulb. This makes peeling it much easier. Cut bulb in half
and scoop out seeds. Slice into 1-inch
slices and make 1-inch cuts across
slices for 1-inch cubes. This is the
best size and shape for steaming.
If you are baking your squash you
don’t have to peel it. Cut the ends
off, cut the squash in half lengthwise down the middle, scoop out the
seeds and bake.
My favourite way to prepare winter
squash is to steam it as it takes such
a short period of time. It’s best to
steam 1-inch cubes of squash. For
most types of squash you only need
to steam it for 7 minutes.

7-Minute Butternut Squash

Cooking winter squash doesn’t have
to take a long time. Cut into 1” cubes
and steam. With this recipe it only
takes 7 minutes to add winter squash
to your Healthiest Way of Eating. You
will also enjoy a rich source of healthpromoting vitamins A and C.
Half butternut squash, or any variety of
winter squash, cut into 1-inch cubes
3 Tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
1 tsp orange juice
Sea salt and pepper to taste

1 Fill the bottom of the steamer with
2 inches of water.
2 While steam is building up in
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steamer, peel and cut squash into
1-inch cubes.
3 Steam covered for 7 minutes.
Squash is done when it is tender, yet
still firm enough to hold its shape.
4 Transfer to a bowl. For more flavour
toss squash with the oil, orange juice,
salt, and pepper while it is still hot.
Research shows that carotenoids
in foods are best absorbed when
consumed with oils.
5 Also try combining 4 tsp finely
minced fresh ginger, 1/2 tsp cinnamon
and 2 tsp honey with the olive oil.
Butternut squash is a great ingredient in soups giving a creamy texture.
The following recipe was sent into me
by Rhonda Anderson – many thanks

RHONDA’S Butternut
Squash Soup
1-2 onions, peeled and chopped
Olive oil
1 butternut squash, peeled and chopped
2 large carrots, peeled and chopped, or
scrubbed and chopped
Stock to cover
Fresh mint or parsley
Pepper and salt to taste

1 Sweat onion in a little olive oil, add
all other vegetables. When cooked a
little, add stock and simmer until the
vegetables are cooked. Mash with a
potato masher for a coarse texture,
or liquidise for a creamy texture. The
squash naturally produces a creamy
consistency with the liquidiser, which
I prefer.
2 A drizzle of Cream or Yoghurt may
be added on serving, and a sprig of
green herb such as Mint or Parsley
adds a finishing touch and a little
more colour.
Serve with crusty bread, warmed a
little in the oven or microwave, and
good quality butter to spread.

ROASTED BUTTERNUT SQUASH
1 large, cut into quarters lengthways,
seeds removed
Olive oil, for drizzling
1 tbsp butter
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
Few sprigs fresh thyme, leaves only,
plus few sprigs fresh thyme left whole

Mary Knights

FOOD PAGES
Please send in any recipes
of your own making that you
have enjoyed. See that the
quantities of ingredients are
clearly stated and only send
in recipes that you have tried
and tested. Submissions to
Mary Knights c/o the editor
72 Malvern Drive IG8 0JP
or email
recipes@myintouch.co.uk

1 Preheat oven to 180C/350F/Gas 4.
2 Place the squash in roasting tin,
cut-sides up.
3 Drizzle over the olive oil and dot
with the butter. Season, to taste, with
salt and freshly ground black pepper,
then scatter over the thyme leaves
and the whole sprigs of thyme.
4 Roast in the oven for 45-50 mins,
or until the squash is tender and has
turned golden-brown in places.
Fresh herbs and seasoning set off the
sweetness of the butternut squash in
this recipe. Can be served as a main
course with the addition of crumbled
goats cheese or similar

BUTTERNUT SQUASH, SAGE &
CREME FRAICHE MASH
60g/butter
Few fresh sage leaves, chopped
1.5kg butternut squash, peeled, seeds
removed, cut into 2cm/1in pieces
Large pinch chilli flakes
40g parmesan, coarsely grated
6 tbsp crème fraiche
Salt and freshly ground black pepper

1 Melt the butter in a wide, heavy-
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based, lidded pan over a low heat.
When the butter is foaming, add the
sage and fry one minute.
2 Add the butternut squash pieces
and chilli flakes. Cover the pan with
a lid and cook for 15-20 minutes,
or until the squash is tender, stirring
occasionally.
3 Lightly mash the squash, using a
fork, then stir in the parmesan and
crème fraîche until well combined.
Season, to taste, with salt and freshly
ground black pepper.

SAUSAGE & BEAN STEW
1 butternut squash peeled and chopped
3 carrots – peeled and chopped

1 x 454g pack good quality sausages
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 onion – chopped
2 garlic cloves – crushed
1 chilli – finely chopped
1 tablespoon flour
500ml beef stock
1 x 400g carton chopped tomatoes
1 x 410g can kidney beans or similar –
drained and rinsed
2 tablespoons fresh parsley

1 Preheat oven to 200/180 fan/Gas 6.
2 Place squash, carrots and
sausages in roasting tin, drizzle over
1 tablespoon of oil and mix well.
Roast 30 minutes.

3 Heat remaining oil in a large
saucepan cook the onion until
softened, stir in the garlic, chilli,
cook 2 minutes, stir in the flour and
gradually add the stock, bring to the
boil, add the tomatoes and simmer
for 10 minutes, add the kidney beans
and cook for further 10 minutes.
4 Carefully spoon the sausages and
roast vegetables into the saucepan
and gently combine, garnish with
parsley and serve.
Serve with mashed potatoes or cous
cous
A wide selection of recipes using
butternut squash are available at
www.bbc.co.uk/foods/recipes

Packfords
accommodation, weddings & functions

Martin P Neary
Dip.Hyp.MIHA. MBIH. CNHC approved

Registered, Clinical Hypnotherapist
Buckhurst Hill, Essex

Take back control of your life : –
Help to overcome fears and phobias, anxiety,
depression, stress. low self esteem, habits and addictions.
Confront anger and trauma issues, problems with
weight and smoking. Enhance your concentration
for exams, sports performance and in the workplace.
Appointments Monday to Saturday (day or evening)
Tel : 0208 504 9594
Mob : 07757 277443
Email : neamar76@aol.com

Packfords

CELEBRATI NG

YEARS

1963-2013

Packfords Hotel,16 Snakes Lane West,
Woodford Green, Essex IG8 0BS
Tel: 020 8504 2642
Fax: 020 8505 5778
E-mail: sarah@packfordshotel.co.uk
Website: www.packfordshotel.co.uk

www.hypno-haven.com
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The	
  Raphaël	
  Pilgrimage	
  to	
  Lourdes	
  
Founded	
  by	
  Group	
  Captain	
  Leonard	
  Cheshire	
  
	
  

60th	
  Anniversary	
  Pilgrimage	
  
	
  

2nd	
  September	
  2013	
  to	
  6th	
  September	
  2013	
  
	
  

	
  

2013	
  Theme:	
  
Lourdes	
  
A	
  doorway	
  of	
  faith	
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Invites	
  applications	
  from	
  helpers	
  and	
  particularly	
  from	
  those	
  with	
  
current	
  medical	
  registrations.	
  Applications	
  are	
  also	
  welcome	
  from	
  
sick	
  pilgrims	
  needing	
  medical	
  assistance.	
  
	
  

Direct	
  flights	
  to	
  and	
  from	
  London	
  Stansted	
  	
  
Accommodation	
  in	
  the	
  Padoue	
  Hotel	
  &	
  Accueil	
  Notre	
  Dame	
  	
  
	
  

Full	
  pilgrimage	
  programme.	
  
	
  

All	
  enquiries	
  to	
  Paul	
  Affleck,	
  Pilgrimage	
  Director,	
  
	
  54	
  Kings	
  Avenue,	
  Woodford	
  Green,	
  IG8	
  0JF.	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  Tel:	
  020	
  8504	
  9138.	
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